Figure 1: Kerfmeter is a hardware + software device that attaches to the head of a laser cutter. It calibrates the laser cutter’s kerf without user intervention. (a) When the user sends a model to the laser cutter, Kerfmeter intercepts the job, injects an automated 20s calibration routine that starts by cutting what we call a spiral gauge, (b) inserts its pair of prongs into the spiral gauge, and rotates it until it jams. Kerfmeter reads the angle $\theta$ at which this takes place using an encoder. This angle indicates how much material the laser has removed, i.e., the laser’s kerf. (c) Kerfmeter triggers the dilation of the model by kerf, and (d) proceeds to fabricate the model. (e) Its kerf-calibrated joints make the model loose enough to allow for comfortable assembly, yet can also tight enough to resist tension, such as when suspending the model.

ABSTRACT

We present Kerfmeter, a hardware + software device that automatically determines how much material the laser cutter burns off, also known as kerf. Its knowledge about kerf allows Kerfmeter to make the joints of laser cut 3D models fit together with just the right tension, i.e., loose enough to allow for comfortable assembly, yet tight enough to hold parts together without glue—all this without user interaction. Kerfmeter attaches to the head of a laser cutter and works as follows: when users send a model to the laser cutter, Kerfmeter intercepts the job, injects a brief calibration routine that determines kerf, dilates the cutting plan according to this kerf, and then proceeds to fabricate the cutting plan. During the calibration routine, Kerfmeter cuts a 2cm Archimedean spiral and uses a motor to rotate it in place until it jams against the surrounding material; the angle at which the spiral jams allows Kerfmeter to infer kerf. The calibration process takes about 20s, which is $\gg$10x faster than traditional, manual kerf calibration, while also eliminating the need for expertise. In our technical evaluation, Kerfmeter produced functioning press fit joints reliably at a precision comparable to traditional manual kerf strips. Kerfmeter makes it easy to sample repeatedly; we demonstrate how this allows boosting precision past any traditional kerf strip.
When Reference Format: Automatic (HCI); tools. systems Interactive process. prior figure out to ft, dimensions removed of either under conditions: 1 or assemble impossible either under conditions: (a) remove the kerf strip from the cutter and insert a separate part of it into a number of matching openings, thereby identifying the opening that fits best. Users then read the kerf value from the associated scale (e.g., 50µm steps) and enter it into the system. (c) Users then dilate the cutting plan by kerf, e.g., using a vector editing program or using specialized laser cutter modeling software, e.g., FlatFFab [19] or Kyub [34]) and, finally, (d) cut the actual model.

This process is rather imprecise with 50µm steps in order to keep the size of the kerf strip feasible, time-consuming (about 5min for 4mm MDF on a Trotec Speedy 360 [46] using FlatFFab [12]), and rather laborious in that it requires users to run the laser cutter twice instead of once. This user effort is compounded by the fact that the procedure must be repeated periodically, potentially for every single model, to account for variations in material, power, and speed settings, as well as for the wear of laser, air compressor, and lens [47] [25] (see Section 6). Furthermore, worse than that, this 4-step process requires expertise, which raises the bar and commonly excludes non-expert users from laser cutting.

In this paper, we alleviate this problem. We present Kerfmer, a hardware + software device that automates kerf calibration. As illustrated by Figure 1, Kerfmer prefixes cutting with a fast, automated calibration procedure that measures kerf automatically compensates for it and then proceeds to cut the actual model, where the joints hold together with just the right amount of force. The entire process takes place inside the laser cutter and without user intervention, thereby alleviating users from having to deal with or even to know about kerf.

2 KERFMETER
Kerfmer consists of two components: first, a hardware component built into the laser cutter, which measures kerf, and second a software component, which acts as a server, controls the laser cutter, and dilates the cutting plan. Kerfmer starts by the user sending a model to the cutter. This triggers the following automated seven-step process.

1. Material sheet: Kerfmer pauses until users insert a sheet of material into the laser cutter. Users position the sheet flush against...
the stops that most laser cutters feature at the left and left top edges of their cutting area (Figure 3). This will prevent the material from rotating when a force is applied (see Step 5 below). In case the material is warped, users flatten it out by placing a weight on it, keeping the material in focus and the Kerfmeter’s spiral gauge cutout aligned with its perimeter (see Step 5 below).

Figure 3: Kerfmeter uses the alignment aids of the laser cutter to prevent the material from rotating during operation.

2. Spiral gauge: As shown in Figure 4a, Kerfmeter’s hardware device now becomes active. It starts cutting what we call a spiral gauge. This gauge is the key element of our overall design, and its purpose is to make kerf “visible” to a rotary encoder. (b) Like everything cut using the laser cutter, the spiral gauge is subject to kerf, but the secret of its specific shape is that (c) rotating the spiral (counterclockwise) produces the same effect as growing it in place. Later (see step 5), we will use this property to measure kerf, as the amount of rotation a specific spiral gauge permits, here shown as \( \theta \), indicates the size of the gap around, i.e., kerf. (d) To make this work, we gave the spiral gauge the shape of the outermost revolution of a self-similar spiral, also known as an Archimedean spiral [3].

Figure 4: (a) Kerfmeter cutting its spiral gauge. (b) When rotated (counterclockwise), the spiral inset “grows” until (c) it eventually jams. The final orientation of the spiral inset now reflects kerf. (d) The shape of the spiral gauge is derived from an Archimedean spiral.

3. Holes: Eventually, Kerfmeter will spin the spiral gauge using a pair of prongs (see Step 5). In order to allow the prongs to grip the spiral gauge, Kerfmeter cuts a pair of holes into it. As illustrated in Figure 5, Kerfmeter positions the spiral gauge so as to locate the holes over openings in the laser cutter’s grating; this allows the round pieces of residue to drop through the grating, clearing the way for the prongs.

Figure 5: (a) Most laser cutters feature a metal inset inside the cutting volume, onto which the material is to be placed. Here the inset has the shape of a grid (Trotec Speedy 360). (b) Kerfmeter positions the gauge to position the two holes over openings in the grid table. This causes the insets to drop, making space for the prongs that (c) allows Kerfmeter to insert its prongs into the holes.

4. Inserting prongs: Kerfmeter now inserts the two prongs into the holes and, as illustrated by Figure 6a, Kerfmeter orients the prongs so as to match the holes in the gauge, (b) moves the laser head so as to align the two prongs with the holes, and then (c) raises the worktable of the laser cutter so as to just barely stay clear of the grating.

Figure 6: Kerfmeter (a,b) orients the prongs to match the holes in the gauge, moves the laser head to align the two prongs with the holes (c), and then raises the worktable so as barely to stay clear of the grid table. (d) Kerfmeter pushes the spiral inset against its surrounding with the same amount of force that occurs when assembling box joints.

5. Measuring kerf: As shown in Figure 6e, Kerfmeter now conducts the actual kerf measurement. By gradually increasing the torque of the DC motor, it causes the spiral inset to rotate—until it eventually jams. During the procedure, Kerfmeter controls the motor’s torque so that the pressure of the spiral inset against its surrounding matches the pressure between fingers when assembling box joints (see Section 5 for the underlying math). Throughout the procedure, Kerfmeter continually reads the rotary encoder attached
to its DC motor and stores pairs of applied torque and resulting gauge angles, as measured by the encoder.

6. Dilating & fabricating the model: The Kerfimeter software now translates gauge angles into kerf as described in Section 5, dilates the model’s cutting plan by that kerf, and sends it to the cutter. Our specific implementation of Kerfimeter accomplishes the dilation by asking the modeling software that produced the model (Kyub [34]) to re-export with the additional kerf. Alternatively, models represented in appropriately extended SVG formats, such as MetaSVG [30] or laserSVG [13], allow dilation directly, as they already contain surface information. For models represented in legacy SVG, the surfaces can be inferred as described in [43].

7. Assembly: Users then retrieve the laser-cut parts from the cutter and assemble the model. Since kerf has now been properly accounted for, the model’s joints hold together with just the right amount of force to allow a human user to assemble the model comfortably, while its joints also hold together (see Section 5). In Figure 1e, for example, kerf calibration through Kerfimeter allows the lamp to hold up when suspended by a plate held by press-fit box joints.

3 CONTRIBUTION, BENEFITS, AND LIMITATIONS

Our main contribution is the mechanical, hardware, and software design of a device that calibrates kerf. The benefit of Kerfimeter is that it makes the traditional manual 4-step test cut, assemble, read value, dilate model, cut again workflow shown in Figure 2a-d obsolete. Instead, Kerfimeter performs a fully automated kerf calibration procedure and integrates it into the regular cutting process of models shown in Figure 2c. The process takes about 20 seconds (with 4mm MDF on a Trotec Speedy 360 laser cutter), which is about 10x faster than the manual process it replaces. Kerfimeter thus reduces user effort, speeds up personal fabrication, and, most of all, allows users without technical expertise to fabricate well-fitting joints and thus laser-cut 3D models.

Limitations include the fact that Kerfimeter can be used neither with film materials nor with strongly warped materials, as both make run the risk of the spiral gauge not properly engaging the material outside the gauge.

4 RELATED WORK

Kerfimeter builds on related work on laser cutting, not expert use, fit, and kerf.

4.1 3D models from multiple parts

Researchers in various fields including graphics and HCI have explored the fabrication of 3D models that users assemble from multiple individual parts. Larson et al. developed a software system that allows users to design traditional Japanese wood joinery [26]; while users focus on designing joints, their system checks fabricability and assembleability. Magrisso et al. propose a generative design approach to 3D-printing joints for wood furniture [37]. Joinery [8] allows generating parametric joints for laser-cut assemblies. Wang et al. [50] and Fu et al. [7] have presented a framework that allows users to design interlocking furniture and puzzles. Muntoni et al. propose an algorithm for decomposing 3D geometries into small sets of blocks for 3-Axis CNC milling machine [2]. MatchSticks [36] supports hand-milled joints by custom hardware and interactive software systems.

4.2 Enabling non-expert use of laser cutters

Laser cutting 3D objects has traditionally required expert knowledge. Recently, substantial research has gone into lowering the entry barrier, so as to allow a broader range of users to participate.


Fabrication and calibration: HCI researchers have implemented a number of software and hardware extensions that simplify the calibration and set-up process for laser cutters: SensiCut [29] identifies materials inserted into the cutter automatically—based on speckle sensing. Fabricade [44] and PacCAM [10] allow users to nest models on non-standard plate shapes and sizes.

The Glowforge [15] consumer-level laser-cutter integrates a number of set-up and calibration aids in a single, integrated system. This system, for example, allows users to nest parts on a camera image of the inserted material sheet. Glowforge also provides materials with QR codes, allowing laser cutters to identify materials, and then recall the appropriate laser power settings for the respective material.

4.3 Engineering fit

When fabricating laser-cut 3D models based on cross joints or box joints, parts are held together using so-called interference fits or press fits, i.e., as discussed earlier, parts are forced into slightly smaller openings, allowing the resulting object to resist a certain amount of tension. Since the force induced by press-fits grows quadratically [6] with the size of the interference, parts have to be manufactured with very small (such as 10μm) tolerances, in order to achieve the desired fit. Similar requirements tend to apply to certain types of mechanism, such as gears or axles and bearings. Engineering fit and the associated tolerance classes (e.g., ISO286 [6]) define interactions between parts by specifying the desired size of holes and shafts etc. and their permissible error ranges. JIS [18] provides a list of fits and corresponding tolerance classes.

Precise fit can be challenging to achieve, as many fabrication devices, including laser cutters, are subject to variation in repeatability [17] and kerf [42], both of which tend to affect fit.

One approach to sidestepping the kerf/fit issue is to replace kerf/fit-sensitive elements with elements capable of tolerating large variations in terms of kerf/fit, such as SpringFit [42] and Kerf-canceling mechanisms [41]—the latter using a spiral-shaped jamming mechanism. LaserOrigami [39] eliminates joints altogether by instead bending parts into 3D shape.
Given the popularity of box joints, however, fit tends to be a major concern. Khoshaim et al. [23] conducted a large-scale experimental study to understand the impact of different influences on shape and composition of kerf for laser cutting polymethyl methacrylate sheets. Horisawa et al. [16] focus their analysis on the flow characteristics of the gas jet used in many laser cutting systems.

In the related field of 3D printing, Kim et al. [20] identified the challenge of measuring and creating precise mounts and joints for 3D printed objects, and proposed strategies for giving designed 3D models flexibility for adjustment. O’Connell and Vardaxoglou [31] focus on using kerf strips to compensate for the flexibility of 3D printed objects.

4.4 Measuring kerf

In order to reduce the influence of kerf, operators of subtractive fabrication machinery tend to measure and calibrate kerf. In the context of CNC milling machines, integrated touch probes are commonly used to achieve the sub-millimeter precision required to achieve a desired fit [9].

In the domain of laser cutting, various tools have been proposed for calibrating kerf. They vary along multiple dimensions, including the precision of measurement. The simplest approach is to measure cut parts using calipers [21]. A more involved approach is to insert parts of different degrees of dilation into a reference opening [38]. Finally, the aforementioned kerf strips [24] are designed to produce better precision by using an incline to map small differences in kerf to large distances on its scale.

Unfortunately, all of these devices still tend to be subject to two key limitations. (1) None of them represent the force exerted at an actual (box) joint. This is problematic, as kerf measured at a force of quasi zero (e.g., calipers) does not allow concluding kerf at an actual joint. While such a conversion is possible in theory, it would at a least require knowledge about the stiffness of the material at hand. However, none of the aforementioned calibration tools measure material stiffness. (2) Manual kerf calibration procedures and tools tend to be not only time-consuming, but also raise the entrance barrier for non-experts. This hurdle stems from the fact that kerf calibration requires at least some basic understanding of the underlying manufacturing process—which non-experts do not tend to possess (and, we argue, should not be required to possess).

Kerfmeter is designed to overcome both hurdles. (1) Using a geared motor, further amplified by a rotary incline (the spiral gauge) Kerfmeter produces the forces that apply at actual joints. By sweeping a whole range of forces, it is capable of determining a material’s response to a whole range of joint situations. (2) By automating the process, it eliminates the need for users to understand or even know about kerf and the underlying manufacturing process that causes it.

5 DESIGN AND ENGINEERING BEHIND KERFMETER

In order to help readers replicate our results, we now explain the engineering requirements, the underlying technology, the geometry, and the math.

5.1 Hardware

As illustrated in Figure 7a, our Kerfmeter prototype is based on a DC motor (Maxon DCX22S) fitted with a planetary gearbox (Maxon G2X22 C21:1) as well as a magnetic encoder (AMS AS5048A). A universal aluminum mounting hub attached to the shaft holds the two prongs, here implemented in the form of two bolts. A downward-facing coil spring mounted to the center of the hub is designed to keep the spiral gauge in place to assure good physical contact between the spiral inset and the material surrounding it. The encoder is connected to a microcontroller (ESP32), which drives the motor with the help of a motor driver (Pololu G2).

The microcontroller communicates with Kerfmeter server through a serial connection over USB. As shown in Figure 7b, we run serial and power cables through the drag chain of the laser cutter (here, a Trotec Speedy 360).

![Figure 7: (a) The Kerfmeter device, (b) mounted in the cutter (Trotec Speedy 360) with cables piggybacked on the laser cutter’s drag chain.](image)

5.2 Design alternatives

Kerfmeter is the result of a larger design exploration. Figure 8 illustrates the design space we examined, the design decisions we made, and highlights the selected design alternatives we considered.
The first three of the design decisions shown in Figure 8 allowed us to maximize the fidelity of our measurement: (a) Our first design decision was to apply a load, namely a load properly representing the amount of force exchanged when mounting (box) joints. (b) We then decided to apply a tangential force, so as to properly represent the type of force exchanged when assembling box joints. (c) We decided to sweep a range of forces, as this would allow us to calibrate a wider range of forces, such as the forces emerging as cross joints, the forces emerging as box joints, etc.

The remaining five design decisions helped us optimize our mechanical design: (d) Rather than inserting a (reusable, e.g., ceramics) wedge into a cutout from above, we opted for having the device fabricate both halves of a joint, which required us to fabricate this joint in-plane. In addition to allowing for higher fidelity, this also reduced the risk of accidentally pulling the material sheet upwards upon release. (e) We opted for a rotary mechanism, as a rotary force was easier to produce using (geared) motors. The cartesian approach would have been quite feasible too. However, we found some gantries to not be quite strong and sturdy enough to produce the required ~50N. (f) The resulting design is subject to a horizontal net force upon release. While we considered canceling this force using a second opposing mechanism, it proved difficult to synchronize two mechanisms to the necessary degree. We thus chose to go with a single mechanism. (g) We then opted for an incline/wedge shapes for its mechanical advantage and finally (h) we picked the Archimedes spiral, because its outer and inner spirals coincide when rotating the inner spiral (it is “self-similar”).

5.3 Software

In order to produce end-to-end automation, the Kerfmeter server software, which is running on a computer connected to the laser cutter via serial over USB, talks to the modeling software (in the case of our prototype, this is kyub [34]), and the laser cutter driver (in the case of our prototype Trotec Ruby [45]), as illustrated by Figure 9.

When the user exports a model in the modeling software (in our case kyub [34]), the modeling software sends information about the material thickness and the desired assembly force to the Kerfmeter server via a WebSocket connection. The Kerfmeter server responds by sending the material information to the laser cutter’s REST API.

It then sends a vector drawing of the spiral gauge to the laser cutter, which starts fabricating it.

As discussed earlier, when the spiral and holes have been cut, the Kerfmeter server positions the laser head over the spiral shape and programatically raises the cutting table by sending the according move commands to the laser cutter REST API to insert the prongs into the holes in the spiral inset. It then sends the start command with the specified force and finger length to the Kerfmeter device via the serial connection.

The Kerfmeter device continuously reads the encoder, adjusts the target torque, and finally reports force and rotation angle pairs back to the Kerfmeter server, allowing it to calculate kerf, which it sends back to the modeling software through the WebSocket connection, which in turn triggers the dilation of the cutting plan. Finally, this cutting plan gets sent to the Kerfmeter server, which forwards it to the laser cutter, where it gets fabricated.

Kerfmeter provides this functionality by means of an application-independent API that offers three calls: run_kerfmeter() actuates the spiral gauge, get_kerf_value() retrieves the measured kerf value, and reset_kerfmeter() resets kerfmeter to its zero position. All functions are implemented as python scripts using the simple_rpc library [4]. These three API calls allow integrating Kerfmeter into arbitrary laser cutting design systems, such as flatFab or Onshape, as well as kyub.
5.4 Translating between rotation and kerf

As mentioned earlier, the spiral type that archives the desired self-similarity is an Archimedean spiral\[3\]. Its curve is described by the polar equation \( r = b \theta + a \) where \( r \) is the radius of the spiral, \( b \) is the distance between loops, and \( a \) is the distance from the center to the start of the spiral. \( \varphi \) defines the angle of rotation for each point on the curve. We represent all angles in degrees throughout this paper. Rotating the spiral inset causes it to “grow” based on the formula

\[
kerf = b \cdot \theta
\]

where \( \theta \) is the rotation angle, as measured by Kerfmeter’s encoder. We determine the spiral parameter \( b \) as

\[
b = \frac{\text{maxKerf}}{\text{maxRotation}}
\]

Using a manual kerf gauge, we empirically determined kerf values on our cutter to lay well below maxKerf = 430\( \mu \)m in wood and MDF materials (in our Trotec 360). Note that proper maxKerf highly depends on the lens, and laser power of given laser cutters. Once maxKerf is known, any laser cutter can use this spiral gauge by changing the parameter \( b \). The inset of the spiral geometrically disengages like Figure 10a, once the tangent line at the endpoint of the inner spiral (Figure 10b, green line) is parallel to the tangent line at the starting point of the outer counterpart (Figure 10b, red line), which is reached at 180 degrees rotation. However, the inner spiral can also overcome the outer spiral by compressing the material holding it in place earlier. Based on our experiments, rotating the inner spiral up to 155/180 did not cause the inner spiral to disengage. Applying maxKerf/maxRotation gives us an \( b \) of 2.774\( \mu \)m, the value throughout this paper.

5.5 Compensating for the hole kerf

The two holes on the spiral gauge are also subject to kerf, allowing the motor and encoder to rotate before engaging the spiral inset. Figure 11 illustrates the geometry of the problem at hand: \( A_h \) denotes the angle between the outline of the prong and the hole’s theoretical outline, while \( A_{hk} \) denotes the angle between the theoretical outline of the hole and the outline of the hole, e.g., the additional rotation introduced by kerf. Without compensation for this, we would for kerf values from 100\( \mu \)m to 300\( \mu \)m introduce an error of 14\( \mu \)m to 17\( \mu \)m by not correcting.

![Figure 11: Kerfmeter recursively computes the angles, considering the radius of the hole and \( A_{hk} \).](image)

Figure 11: Kerfmeter recursively computes the angles, considering the radius of the hole and \( A_{hk} \).

5.6 Translating between forces and torque

Finally, the Kerfmeter workflow from Section 2 requires translating back and forth between the motor torque \( \tau \) applied to the spiral gauge and the force \( F \) required to assemble box joints. This conversion is governed by \( F = \mu \tau L A_j [32] \), where \( \mu \) is the coefficient of friction of the given material and \( P_k \) is the pressure between joint and joint, which depends on the material’s Young’s modulus and strain, as well as the sum of the contact areas of the box joints \( A_j \). Figure 12a illustrates this contact area.

![Figure 12: (a) The force that holds a joint together is defined by the area of the contact surface \( A_j \) and the material-dependent constant \( \mu P_k A_j \). (b) The torque required to tighten the spiral swatch is defined by the material thickness \( L \), the angle of rotation.](image)

Figure 12: (a) The force that holds a joint together is defined by the area of the contact surface \( A_j \) and the material-dependent constant \( \mu P_k A_j \). (b) The torque required to tighten the spiral swatch is defined by the material thickness \( L \), the angle of rotation.

The torque \( \tau \) is defined as \( \tau = \mu \frac{P_k}{2\pi} (2\pi r - 2\theta) r^2 \cdot L \), where \( \theta \) is the angle of rotation, \( r \) is the radius of the spiral gauge, and \( L \) is the material thickness, as illustrated by Figure 12b, simplified by approximating the circumference of the spiral inset with a circle. Since both the box joints and the spiral are made from the same material and will cause the same strain, \( \mu P_k \) is the same. We obtain

\[
\tau = (2\pi - 2\theta) \left( \frac{r^2 \cdot L}{F/A_j} \right)
\]

The specified force \( F \) depends on torque \( \tau \) and rotation angle \( \theta \). For the computation of the used torque, Kerfmeter uses the angle of rotation \( \theta \) measured by the encoder after the torque overcomes the friction between the spiral and the table (Figure 12b). For example, if a user wants to assemble three fingers of a box joint made from 4mm
The length of the pulse-width modulation duty cycle, as illustrated in Figure 13, verified that the length of the duty cycle linearly affects our motor torque.

Figure 13: The torque of Kerfeters’ motor increases linearly with the length of the PWM duty cycle.

6 CALIBRATING KERFMETER

The Kerfeter device, as described above, gives us a kerf value. However, kerf is just a means to an end—and that end is fit. To apply Kerfeter, we need to have a sense of what fit values we should be aiming for. In order to find out, we conducted a simple user study in which we had participants assemble box joints. We then measured how much force they were willing to apply. This tells us what fit to aim for.

A desired force alone is not sufficient though, as the production of joints is subject to a certain amount of error, caused by the limitations of the laser cutter itself. Rather than picking a single target force, we want to make sure that if possible the entire range of possible outcomes produces useful results, i.e., we want to avoid joints that are impossible to assemble, just like how we want to avoid creating joints that would fall apart. We therefore conducted additional analysis and study of the error we would be expecting.

6.1 Study 1: What fit value to aim for: sampling the force users are willing to apply when assembling box joints

In order to understand how much torque to apply, Kerfeter needs to know what forces users are able and willing to apply when assembling a 3D laser cut model. Naturally, such values will vary across users. While there is research on the pinch and grip strength of adults [48], resulting in an average pinch strength of 109N for males and 72N for female adults, we performed a study on measuring the force participants applied during the assembly.

We had participants assemble three-finger box joints designed to require different amounts of force. We observed which ones they managed to assemble.

Participants: we recruited six male participants, three female participants, and one participant who preferred not to state a gender, aged 23 to 32 from our institution.

Apparatus and procedure: As illustrated by Figure 14a, participants began each trial by grabbing one random sample from a box of left half-joints and one random sample from a box of right half-joints. The pairings were of different tightness, i.e., kerf between 150μm–200μm; we had cut them from 6mm MDF board on a Trotec speedy 360, thus requiring different amounts of force.

Figure 14: (a) We used this apparatus to measure the force applied by participants while assembling box joints. (b) The half joint held by the slot pushed down on a force gauge, which performed the measurement.

As illustrated by Figure 14b, the participant’s task was to assemble the two halves into a joint. To do so, participants placed the left half into the shown slot and then pressed the right half into the left half using one or two thumbs.

The bottom of the slot was formed by a digital force gauge (BAOSHISHAN WLS-107), which allowed us to measure the force participants applied while assembling the joint as the maximum force across the respective trial. An experimenter logged whether participants succeeded at assembling or gave up.

Results: Figure 15 shows the results. All participant managed to assemble all box joints requiring 97.7 N of compression force or less. These 97.7N are comparable to the pinch strength from the related work. In this paper, we defined 97.7N as an upper bound of three finger box joints.

Figure 15: All participants applied 97.7N of force or more.

6.2 Analysis of the limitation imposed by the repeatability of the laser cutter’s gantry

Mechanical devices, including the gantry inside the laser cutter, support only a limited precision, also known as repeatability. In the case of the Trotec Speedy 360 used in this evaluation, the repeatability is ±15μm. More specifically, repeatability is a statement issued by the manufacturer. It states the precision at which their machines are capable of positioning the laser head—and for that matter cutting lines (assuming lines to be parallel to the X or Y-axis). As shared in ISO230-2[17], the positioning accuracy of machining is normally distributed, and the reported range forms a 95% confidential interval. Therefore, the standard deviation of the Trotec 360’s positioning system is 7.5μm.
Some types of cutting tasks incur repeatability multiple times. When cutting a square, for example, the width of that square is subject to 2x repeatability: one for the left and one for the right edge, thus \( \pm 2 \sqrt{2} \cdot 7.5 \mu m = \pm 21.2 \mu m \) for the 95% confidence interval (assuming the repeatability of each edge to be statistically independent). When cutting box joints, repeatability comes into play four times. This gives the overlap, i.e., the aforementioned interference, \( \pm 30 \mu m \) for 95% confidence interval. As illustrated in Figure 16, the worst case occurs when all four edges are either all extended or retracted.

Figure 16: Due to the limited repeatability of the laser cutter (here a Trotec 360), 5% of samples would be expected to be \(+30\mu m\) tighter or \(-30\mu m\) looser than calibrated joints.

### 6.3 Study 2: The effect of cutting location within the laser cutter on kerf

The related work [5] suggests that laser cutter might be subject to additional variation based on “cut location”, i.e., cutting on some specific position in the cutter might produce one kerf range while cutting at a different position in the cutter might produce a different kerf range.

In order to assess the effect of cutting location within the laser cutter on kerf, we conducted a simple study, in which we cut test objects (squares) at 12 different locations across each and assessed their kerf. In order to validate that the effect was not just specific to the cutter tested, we extended the study to include three different laser cutters.

We measured the resulting squares using a digital micrometer (Mitutoyo 293-831-30, see Figure 17). For a somewhat realistic setting, we calibrated the device to apply a compression force of 5-10N (0.2-0.4MPa) using the built-in ratchet stop. We computed kerf as: 17mm minus the measured width of the rectangles.

**Positions:** We sampled on a 4 x 3 grid of samples across the entire cutting volume as shown in Figure 17a and b.

**Trials:** Each sample was a 17x 17 mm square. We ran eight repetitions per location.

**Cutters:** We tested three cutters: (1) Trotec Speedy 360 with 120W CO2 laser source. (2) an (older) Universal PL6.150D with dual 75W CO2 laser sources, and (3) a Glowforge with a 45W CO2 laser source.

**Material:** to minimize the effect of material variations, we used a highly homogeneous material, i.e., MDF.

**Order:** To eliminate sequence effects, the MDF swatches were assigned to locations randomly.

**Results:** Figure 18 shows the kerf values for each of the eight samples on each of the 4 x 3 grid locations on each of the three cutters. An ANOVA with location as a factor (12 levels) found significant effects of location on kerf for all laser cutters, Trotec 360: \( p=0.01 \) (5.7\( \times \)10\(^{-9}\)), Glowforge: \( p=0.01 \) (2.5\( \times \)10\(^{-25}\)), Universal: \( p=0.01 \) (1.7\( \times \)10\(^{-15}\)), i.e., as expected, location did affect kerf, i.e., kerf differed significantly across locations for all three cutters. The main results are the standard deviations of the three cutters, i.e., 13\( \mu m \) on Trotec, 63\( \mu m \) on Glowforge, and 73\( \mu m \) on Universal. Note how the negative values produced by the universal cutter indicate yet another source of error, such as a systematic bias of the gantry.

Figure 17: (a) We laid out 50x50mm material swatches in a 4 x 3 grid and (b) cut 17x 17 mm squares from each swatch, the width of which we then (c) measured using a digital micrometer (Mitutoyo 293-831-30).

**Discussion**

The analysis and two studies reported above provide us with the information we need to deploy Kerfmeter.

To summarize what we found out, at the example of the Trotec laser cutter: (1) the repeatability of the gantry introduces a standard deviation of \( 10.6 \mu m \) as we measured the width of the rectangle. (2) This compounded with variability caused by the cutting location, i.e., an additional standard deviation of \( 13 \mu m \) (on the Trotec cutter; substantially worse on the two other cutters). (3) We now have a sense of the variation resulting from the machine alone (i.e., without any kerf strip or Kerfmeter): the machine produces a standard deviation of \( \sqrt{10.6^2 + 13^2} = 16.7 \mu m \).

This number is non-trivial, as it is not too far from, for example, the 50\( \mu m \) steps that form the basis of the kerf strip’s scale [24]. This sets our expectations for kerf calibration: a highly precise laser cutter (for example, ExactCut 430 Coherent advertises repeatability of \( 1 \mu m \)) would allow us to aim for a specific fit; we might, for example, aim for maximum stability by setting the installed assembly force close to the human limit determined above.

However, the use of less specialized machines produces data that tells us that we need to be more conservative. Our primary objective has to be to stay within the interval of acceptable fit values in either direction: we neither want to run the risk of making a model impossible to assemble, nor do we want to run the risk of joints falling apart.

In order to minimize either risk, we should therefore aim for the center of the assembly force interval.

Note that this observation and the resulting strategy is only based on our analysis of laser cutter hardware. These insights therefore apply to any kerf strip to the same extent they apply to Kerfmeter.
Figure 18: The kerf values for each of the eight samples on each of the 4 x 3 grid locations for each of the three laser cutters. Low kerf values are shown as green, and high kerf values as red. Since the ranges varied substantially between cutters (250 μm (SD 13 μm) on the Trotec cutter, 88 μm (SD 73 μm) on Universal, and 172 μm (SD 63 μm) on Glowforge, we color-coded samples per cutter, i.e., sample colors are visually comparable within a cutter but not across cutters.

Now that we have defined our strategy for picking a fit, we are ready to evaluate the performance of Kerfmeter.

7 TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF THE PRECISION OF KERFMETER

To validate our design, we conducted a technical evaluation. We measured the precision with which Kerfmeter measures kerf and computed its implications on assembling press fit joints.

7.1 Apparatus and procedure

As shown in Figure 19a, we started by placing sheets of material (4 mm MDF) into a laser cutter (the same Trotec 360 we had used earlier). For each trial, we ran Kerfmeter, causing it to cut a spiral gauge, measure it, and compute the resulting kerf value. We then had the laser cutter cut a one-finger box joint next to the spiral gauge, adjusted with the kerf value determined by the Kerfmeter measurement taken a few seconds earlier.

We then measured the force required to assemble the box joints using the measuring apparatus shown in Figure 19b: an experimenter aligned the two halves of a box joint on an aluminum tray and moved the joint into the force gauge using a linear rail with a ball screw.

We set up Kerfmeter to calibrate kerf for an assembly force of 18.3 N (55N for three-finger box joints). As discussed above, we had picked this value as the midpoint between the 32.6 N (97.7 N for three fingers) users were willing to produce in Section 6.1 and a somewhat arbitrary lower limit of 2.7N (8N for three fingers) we had picked out for a reliable box joint.

We conducted 30 trials, i.e., we repeated this procedure at the same location 30 times (power 100%, speed 0.4% at Trotec 360), resulting in 30 (spiral, box joint) pairs.

Figure 19: (a) We had Kerfmeter perform 30 measurements on MDF 4 mm, all taking place at the same location within the cutter. For each kerf measurement, we had the laser cutter cut a one-finger box joints next to the spiral gauge. (b) We then measured the force to assemble the box joints.

7.2 Results

Figure 20 shows the kerf measurements made by Kerfmeter. Measured kerf values ranged between 244 μm and 317 μm, but the main observation here is the standard deviation, which was 15.5 μm.

Overall this is a good result, as this standard deviation of 15.5 μm is smaller than the standard deviation 19.5 μm manual kerf strips are subject to the repeatability σf of the laser cutter (here ±15 μm for a Trotec 360) combines with an average error of a quarter of the step size s of the kerf strip (50 μm [24]), resulting in a standard deviation of $\sigma = \sqrt{(\frac{s}{4})^2 + 2\sigma_f^2}$.

As illustrated by Figure 20, we succeeded at placing the produced fit into the center point between the minimum force required for a stable joint and the maximum force users are willing to produce: the mean of the assembly force of 17.5 N (SD 9.7 N) is equivalent to 52.5 N for a three-finger box joint, which is close to the force of
Again, the box calibration.joints without calibration.

The majority of the observed variation is indeed caused by the limited repeatability of the machine

The vast majority of the observed variation was indeed explained by the limited repeatability of the machine. To prove this point, we conducted another cutting session—this time leaving out Kerfmeter and instead cut all samples using the same kerf value. More specifically, we cut 30 identical one-finger box joints (MDF 4mm) with the same Trotec 360 laser cutter, again at identical locations (Figure 21a).

Figure 21: (a) To understand whether the variation of kerf and assembly comes from Kerfmeter or laser cutter, we also cut and measured 30 identical one-box joints without Kerfmeter calibration. (b) The result of measuring the assembly force of one-finger box joints without Kerfmeter calibration.

Figure 21b shows the map between overlap and assembly force. The main finding is that resulting box joints assembled with a force subject to a standard deviation of 6.3N. Comparing these values to standard deviation of 9.7N we had found in Section 7.2, we conclude that about two thirds of the standard deviation are indeed explained by the limited repeatability of the cutter, rather than by Kerfmeter.

7.4 Discussion

Our findings confirm that Kerfmeter achieves the desired precision, i.e., reliable press fits and that its precision is comparable to a manual kerf strip. At the same time, Kerfmeter is 15x faster and consumes 25x less material than a manual kerf strip [24]. Kerfmeter thus achieves automation without sacrificing precision.

The variation of kerf and assembly force with Kerfmeter calibration was 15.5μm and 9.7N each. Without Kerfmeter calibration, the variation of kerf (concave joints) and assembly force was 14μm and 6.3N. Therefore, due to the additivity of variance, a variation of assembly force in SD=7.4N is produced by Kerfmeter.

7.5 Improving Kerfmeter’s precision by multiple sampling at run-time

Kerfmeter performs its task in fully automated fashion while also consuming substantially less material than the traditional kerf strips. This lowers the bar for performing multiple measurements. We can exploit this to increase the precision of the device further so as to surpass the precision of manual kerf measurement substantially, as repeated measuring allows us to counteract the limited repeatability of the cutter, which caused 2 of 30 samples to miss our requirements in the evaluation reported above.

The fact that we can increase precision by measuring multiple times is based on the observation that limited repeatability hits precision twice: During calibration and during fabrication. In the worst case, repeatability errors in one direction during calibration and in the opposite direction during fabrication, allowing both errors to accumulate. While we cannot improve repeatability issues during fabrication, we can reduce repeatability issues during calibration by running the calibration device multiple times.

Running Kerfmeter (or any kerf calibration tool for that matter) twice lowers the effect of limited repeatability by a factor of √2, i.e., from ±15.5μm to ±11μm. Sampling 3 times increase precision further to ±8.9μm. Given that limited repeatability turned out to be the main limitation of kerf calibration, we feel multiple measurement are worth pursuing.

7.6 Compensating kerf based on location

With the same reasoning, Kerfmeter makes it more feasible to measure kerf across cutting locations in the laser cutter. This allows us to compensate for the local variations in kerf discussed in Section 6.3. To validate this, we used Kerfmeter to cut 3 x 4 samples laid out across the laser cutter with three samples each.

Figure 22b shows the result. (c) shows the resulting local compensation values for each location, which we obtained by computing the median across the three samples and subtracting from the top left corner.

We then generated 12 one-finger box joints and cut them at each location three times. Figure 23 shows the results (b) without and (c) with location-specific compensation. The results show that local
compensation successfully reduced the assembly force variation from 15.9 N to 7.76 N.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented Kerfmeter, a hardware device that calibrates kerf in an automatic fashion. Our main contribution is the automation of kerf measurement, allowing for reliable press fit joints without the manual effort traditional kerf calibration entails. This not only speeds up the laser cutting process but, arguably most importantly, lowers the bar to laser cutting, allowing non-experts to laser cut 3D models successfully. The latter is key, as it bears the potential to get laser cutting into peoples’ hands past its current niche with technology enthusiasts and into the much bigger space of use by “consumers” [33].

In future work, we will continue down this route of automating the pipeline between a cutting plan and assembled physical model, with the ultimate objective of turning laser cutters into “appliances.”
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